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Shere is a lot more to the assassination of President Kennedy than 
meets the eye, One of the most shocking things about it is the failure 
of the Kennedy family to do anything to help in the search for the truth. 
They have known all along that the official version is a freud, but they 
didn't have the guts to speak out. This report tells you, why. 

Chapter I - The Yellow Family 
How John P. Roche, LBJ's "_ntellectual—in-residence, "inadvertently 

let the cat out of the bag. ~ Robert. Kennedy's Cracow ercde.~ Jackis Ken- 
nedy and the Usurper. «- Ted Kennedy learns submission the hard Wayo ~ 
fmerica’s "Sacred Family" is a clan «f covards., 

Chapter IT ~ Bobby's Self-Made Tray | | 
_ Why Robert Ketinedy, the leader of the clan, is hamstrung. ~ Bobby and 

the CTA. ~ 4&4 guilt complex as big as « mountain. « Blackmail from LAI and 
J,.Kagar Hoover. ~ How the cornered ra’-trapped the cat. 

Chanter III « The Blindfold Believers 

Although not one member of. the c.an has read the Yarren Report, they 
ail profess to belisve in it fervently, for the sake of expediency. 

Chanter IV - ‘The Manchester Caner 
How the Kennedys and a hired scerive conspired to falsify history, 

then fell out over the script of the isree. ~ All the truth is edited 
out cf the book, all the falsehoods ane left. » "Manchester Unexpurgated. 
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chapter V-« The Pictures They Dare hot Show 
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radicted by the autopsy phctosrapns and X“Rays. and they all know it. 
ons 7 Kennedy Cian, out of fear and under pressure, promised to ccopex 

4 the Usurper in burying the explosiva evidence in the archives.= ave. Wit 

Rep. Kupferman, Di. Wecht and Dr. Helyern speak their minds. 
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Garrison's courageous enquiry into th 
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